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THESIS STATEMENT
Jeremy Till
“...architecture as product and process is always embedded in 
social dynamics... architects, or more precisely architectural 
culture, have tended to avoid engagement with those 
dynamics.  The reasons for this are multiple, but centre on the 
way that the complexity and strength of societal forces are 
seen to upset the purity of architectural values, conceived 
as they are on the false hopes of redemption through 
material and aesthetic matter alone.  Too often, the result is 
the suppression of the vocies of others in the production of 
architecture”1
Architecture, Participation and Society
In the era of modernity, society changes so rapidly, yet the built environment is, by comparison, 
relatively static.  New structures require massive investments of capital, and thus are expected 
to have a degree of permanence which will justify a high investment through a long life.  However, 
temporary architectures (which may last an hour, a day, a week, or a year) provide a way for the 
built environment to change at a pace similar to the extreme speed of shifts in the consumer tastes, 
social trends, and flows of energy and capital.
Thus, festivals, such as Burning Man or Mardi Gras, in their temporary and temporal nature, provide 
examples of spaces (designed by flexible and dynamic micro-societies or special-interest niches) 
which are highly flexible and dynamic spaces, able to change and meet the needs of a rapidly 
changing society.  Note, for instance, the rapid change of size exhibited by “Black Rock City” over 
a 3-year period in which the inclosed area increased from a perimeter of eight to nine miles, as 
projected attendance numbers increased (and following the constant increase in the site’s size). 
Yet the following year, the metropolis decreased again to an eight mile perimeter, resulting from 
complaints of the attendees and the removal away from the human scaled city, that the site was 
becoming.  This is an example of a space becoming highly responsive and flexible to the needs of 
the “event” which creates the space.
Festivals, as modes of architectural production, can exist as provocations for change in our urban 
environments.  The festival exists as a moment in time and as a distributed system which allows 
for the transformative capacity of space and the reconsidering of present conditions.  Negotiating 
its temporality, the festival provides a critique on our current and primarily static architectural 
manifestations and their relationships to our rapidly changing social environments.
Festival Urbanism is an experimental design which models a mode of architectural practice rooted 
in participatory design.  Simultaneously as the architect, the planner, 
and the curator, I propose the construction a virtual domain to 
generate an interactive architecture.  By designing a call for 
proposals, asking how the free-spirited Burning Man festival 
could exist in the highly controlled Financial District of New 
York City, participants can begin to model transformations 
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Contention
to the existing reality of the Financial District.  This process 
focuses on using the capacity of Web 2.0 to foster design 
thinking and creation.
Just as an architect can explore spatial issues through the medium of “a building,” an architect 
can likewise perform his/her art through the medium of a “festival.”  This thesis is an experiment in 
absurd juxtaposition which will illuminate disparities in iconic American cultures.  I have decided to 
transplant the infamous Burning Man festival in an unlikely and somewhat incompatible setting: the 
bustling streets of America’s capital center, Wall Street.
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FESTIVAL AS A MODE 
OF URBANITY
FESTIVAL PRODUCTION 
AS AN ARCHITECT
THE ABILITY OF WEB 2.0 TO FOSTER DESIGN THINKING 
AND ALLOWING THE PUBLIC TO RECONSIDER THEIR 
EXISTING SPACES, ENVIRONMENTS, AND CITIES.
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Terminology
a design process which actively involves the multiple over the indiviudal.
the activation of events with visual stimuli.
a mental state.
“an entire way of being, thinking and acting”2
“a ‘totality’, a ‘global’ phenomenon, shaping and influencing all of society”3
a process of using the internet to facilitate participatory design.
a dynamic and dense constructed milieu composed of existing systems, activities, and spatial 
organizations.
a turning point resulting from instabiliy, in which society can negotiate its future.
a temporal social activity that brings people together to work, think, and act collectively.
the transformation of space that results from an event.
a set of characteristics or traits which define an individual.
7
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http://www.criterion.com/current/posts/1559-black-orpheus-dancing-in-the-streets
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FESTIVAL AS A MODE OF URBANITY
How can architectural design transform cities beyond a 
singular building as a type of decentralized parasitic system?
In order to create this system, I began to look towards ephemeral architectures and events 
and how both respond to people’s current needs/desires and have the ability to transform 
particular urban environments, either only momentarily or having more long-lasting effects. 
This ultimately led me to consider the festival as a type of distributed system and its ability 
to create, “both a break in everyday life and a rehabilitation of the everyday” (Lefebvre).
The festival temporally redefines and reconstructs its surrounding milieu, and my interests 
were how we can use the festival as a provocation or catalyst for change in our urban 
environments?  As the festival is outside the traditional scope of 
architectural practice, I began to consider the question: 
how does and how can an architect begin to influence the 
perception and development of festivals?
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FESTIVAL AS A MODE OF URBANITY
DREAM STATES
UTOPIAS
FANTASIES
THE FESTIVAL EVERYDAY SPACE
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In order to understand the festival 
as a manifestation of temporary 
spatial reconstruction I studied 
three cases: the Burning Man 
Festival, the Glastonbury Festival, 
and Mardi Gras.
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Burning Man
Black Rock Desert, Nevada, USA
8 days
1986 - present
Density:
2,526.5 ft2/person
Ownership:
Desert Ownership:
 Bureau of Land Management
  Federal Land
  “leave no trace” policy
1991: first legal permit required for land use
Burning Man Laws:
 no cars
 leave no trace
 no buying or selling goods (except at the cafe)
 can only burn in a bin
 can only burn wood or cardboard
 no dogs
 no illegal use of drugs
 no firearms
 no plants
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FESTIVAL STUDY
41
Worthy Farm, Pilton, England
6 days
1970 - 1971, 1978 - 1979, 1981 - present
Density:
222.5 ft2/person
Ownership:
Farm Ownership:
 Michael Eavis through his company Glastonbury Festival 
Ltd.
 environmental “leave no trace policy”
Some stages and areas are managed independently:
 1 - The Left Field:
  cooperative owner by    
  Battersea&Wandsworth TUC
 2 - A field run by Greenpeace
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA
41 days
1699 - present
Density:
.21 ft2/person
Ownership:
Streets: owned by the government
 permits required to hold parades
Venues: private ownership
Louisiana Superdome: State ownership
Glastonbury Festival Mardi Gras
15
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BARRIER: 8 mile long and 4 ft high 
perimeter fence
ENCLOSURE AREA: 904,100 square ft
CONTAINMENT:
ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY
 the singular Burning Man acts as the centripetal force
 surrounded by a unified community
SPATIAL DIVISIONS
 unprogrammed space
 camp space
BRC LLC
(6)
Executive 
Committee
(5)
Senior
Staff
(18)
ORGANIZATION:
PROGRAM:
ZONING
 burn area
 theme camps
 center of camp
 informal camping grounds
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ENCLOSURE AREA: 
273,800 square feet
RESTRICTED AREAS 
(no public access)
CONTAINMENT:
ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY
 venues/stages
 resulting in informal growth
SPATIAL DIVISIONS
 camping zone:1.1 ft2/person
 community zone: .46 ft2/person
ORGANIZATION:
PROGRAM:
SOCIO-GEOGRAPHIC ZONES
 more commercial
 family / relaxing
 alternative
 scared
 dystopian pleasure-city
PROGRAM ZONES
 camping
 caravans and camping vans
 markets
 crew/performer camping
 no public access
 venues
ORGANIZATION:
PROGRAM:
Parade Mapping: Krewe Routes throughout the city of New Orleans
ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY
 streets are closed from automotive traffic and become pedestrian 
environments 
 parades are organized by the 28 Mardi Gras Parade Krewes
  non-profit organizations
  they are funded by their members
 permits are required from the city of New Orleans to host parades
SPATIAL DIVISIONS
 streets (parades)
 bars / restaurants
 banquetting halls (balls)
CONTAINMENT:
Street and Building occupation during festival.
To complement the study of the formally organized festival, I examined other 
event typologies to consider how these existing events and architectures could 
begin to influence the way an architect can conceive of a festival.  These 
typologies took the form of riots, guerrilla architectures, 
mega events/ceremonies, world’s fairs/expositions, and 
parades  and allowed for the development of a new strategy for the production 
of a festival.  Whether it be undermining the existing systems rather than 
creating a revolution, or allowing for a higher degree of public participation, or 
transforming the mass into participants rather than spectators, reconstructing 
and adapting existing spaces rather than recreating the new, and how this can 
generate interlinked flows throughout the urban context.
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Event Study
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existing system rather than create a revolution
for a higher degree of public participation in the design process
masses to become participants rather than spectators
underm
ine the
allow 
allow  the 
reconstruct / 
m
ovem
ent 
COMMUNITY BASED SELF-EXPRESSION ART FESTIVALS
reconfigure / adapt the existing rather than creating thenew
through urban environments
FESTIVAL URBANISM
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FESTIVAL URBANISM
“The governing artistic posture of collectivism after modernism, as 
it might be called, has rarely claimed to find its unity as the singularly 
correct avant-garde representative of social progress.  Instead 
new collectivism gathers itself around decentered and fluctuating 
identities that leverage heterogeneous character of any group 
formation.”4
In Segmented Worlds and Self Yi-Fu Tuan illustrates the creation of the concept of 
the individual subject which has been produced from the 
privatization of social and architectural space.  His research 
begins with the Middle Ages with, “the increasing number of family and self-portraits; the 
increasing popularity of mirrors; the development of autobiographical elements in literature; 
the evolution of seating from benches to chairs... the ramification of multiple rooms in 
small dwellings; the elaboration of a theater of interiority in drama and the arts...”5  The 
materialization of self in turn led to a decrease in attention and desire of public space, as 
our built environments, new technologies, and consequently social developments focused on 
the individual.  Allucquère Rosanne Stone in The War of Desire and Technology at the Close 
of the Mechanical Age is arguing that the movement towards individual isolation, mainly in 
the Western hemisphere, has not been a negative occurrence.  Rather, she disputes that in 
the prominent discourse, “the self appears to be a constant, unchanging, the stable product 
of a moment in Western history.”6
If the production of the individual subject has created our predominant reading of self, 
that of a static condition, then what is at stake here, rather than the argument between 
one and a group, is the notion of identity and the role it plays in the twenty-first century. 
Technology is changing our representations of selves and how we conceptualize identity. 
Our identities are no longer singularly “attached” to our 
bodies; they now exist in social networks, online games, and profile networks.  This 
duplication of selves in various environments is advancing the ease and desire to generate 
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The Multiple Individual Subject
Identities
and slightly or significantly alter multiple identities of a singular individual.  Therefore, 
we must understand that our contemporaneous state is not 
that of a single self in a single body, but rather a construction 
of multiple identities that constitutes a singular self.
Festivals are manifestations of pluralism which allow for the emergence of the multiple 
individual subject who can freely float between spaces masking and unmasking desired 
identities.  Bakhtin sees dialogism as a fundamental aspect of the carnival, being, “a 
plurality of ‘fully valid consciousness.”7  Each conscious has a unique perspective and 
different identities that become apparent in the constructed space of this ephemeral, 
ritualized environment.
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FESTIVAL URBANISM
the festival allowing for 
the manifestation of mul-
tiple identities within a sin-
gular person
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The Burning Man event, for example, exists as a newly 
constructed society which has derived in response to and in 
opposition to our “popular society”.  It is located in the Black 
Rock Desert of Nevada, a place of harsh living conditions. 
This space is only used as a metropolis during the eight days 
per year, of the festival, where the desert transforms into 
a site of art, city, community, and identity creation upon a 
“blank canvas”.  Yet rather than this temporal manifestation, 
along with others, “removed” from our everyday spaces, I 
am interested in how this phenomena could exist within the 
spaces of our everyday lives, in particular cities.  In order to 
understand this phenomena most clearly, in relation to our 
everyday spaces, I thought it would be valuable to take one 
27
SITES
of these more radical festivals and relocate it in a highly controlled space.  So, what if 
Burning Man was stripped of its “blank canvas” and forced to exist within the spaces of 
our everyday lives? To make this project accessible to others, I decided to situate this 
in New York City’s Financial District, a well-known space that we can all understand why 
and for what reasons this urban environment is under such tight control.  I chose this 
because of its communicative value and I position a more radical alternative project 
there to construct a direct juxtaposition where these more radical events begin to directly 
respond to our everyday spaces.  The concept of the “blank canvas” 
became reinterpreted as the existing conditions of the city. 
Signifying the city as an underlay, which the festival then had 
to be developed to be folded into the complexities of this 
existing urban system.
The Burning Man festival is an appropriate choice because of its very nature and principles, 
such as radical inclusion and self-expression, that comprise the festival’s belief system. 
As well as the festival’s participation rule, that everyone participates in the construction, 
effect and manipulation of the space around them.  While other radical festivals strive for a 
similar outcome, many of which are based upon the principles of Burning Man, ultimately I 
found the utopian principles embedded within the Black Rock City design quite fascinating 
and the relationship and dialogue this could construct through translation into the Financial 
District.  The parallelisms found between these two forms of urbanity (New York City with 
Burning Man’s temporal urbanism) will construct a more productive project rather than 
juxtaposing two completely divergent constructs.
Therefore, fundamentally I am asking the question; how 
do you take the somewhat anti-authoritarian, free living, 
creative ethos of Burning Man, where the Man is the effigy 
for creative liberation and translate it to a situation in the 
Financial District, where those very questions are confronted 
very directly by the structure of the city, where the the Man 
represents corporate America?
28
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Primary Center: The Man Decentralized
Secondary Center: Center Camp Five Primary Centers
Tight Zone: Campsites Hotels*
Loose Zone: Artwork Exterior Space: parks + plazas
Vacant Commercial Space**
Tight Zone: Radial Street Gridding
Vacant Residential Space**
Singular Access Point
Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Existing Street GridPedestrian Only Streets / No Public Access Streets
Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
ACCESS
LINK TO SURROUNDINGS
STREET GRIDDING
ZONES ZONES
CENTERS
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
EXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
CENTERS
Fence Perimeter Demarcation
*Hotel Data Sources:
 http://www.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?pa=1&pn=1&ps=1&reviewOrder=date_newest_ 
  
 d=192357&validate=false#description
 http://www.nycgo.com/index.cfm?event=view.guidedsearch&Q=&D=&T=288%7C2210&S=1&PN 
 =1&RO=0
 http://www.nycgo.com/cms/uploadedFiles/thricenycvisitcom/assets/pdf/Hotel_Development_ 
 YE_Update_Eibtm_11-15-10.pdf
**Vacant Property Information: http://www.propertyshark.com/
***Security Camera Mapping: i-See 2002 Project by the Institute for Applied Autonomy
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT
STREET GRIDDING
ACCESS
SECURITY
TRANSLATION OF BURNING MAN INTO THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
Burning Man
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All Burning Man photos by Scott Haefner: http://scotthaefner.com/
“2011 Art Theme: Rites of Passage
There are moments of crisis and frisson in our lives which inform us that we’ve somehow 
crossed an inner threshold and are changed. Thus moving from one state of being into 
an unknown other obliges us to face our innermost insecurities, and it requires faith, 
a willingness to leap off the ladder of ordered existence. Our theme this year invites 
participants to join with others in creating rites of passage.”9
What is Burning Man?
“Burning Man is an annual art event and temporary community based on radical self 
expression and self-reliance in the Black Rock Desert of Nevada.”8  Between August 28th 
- September 5th, roughly 50,000 participants spend 8 days transforming the barren playa 
outside of the Gerlach Empire into a temporal metropolis. Governed by 10 Principles the 
festival has grown into a counter-cultural event in opposition to the existing capitalist-
driven milieu.
32
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“Ten Principles
Radical Inclusion
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man. We welcome and respect the stranger. No prerequisites exist for participation in 
our community.
Gifting
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift giving. The value of a gift is unconditional. Gifting does not contemplate a return or 
an exchange for something of equal value.
Decommodification
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our community seeks to create social environments that are unmediated by 
commercial sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. We stand ready to protect our culture from such exploitation. We 
resist the substitution of consumption for participatory experience.
Radical Self-reliance
Burning Man encourages the individual to discover, exercise and rely on his or her inner resources.
Radical Self-expression
Radical self-expression arises from the unique gifts of the individual. No one other than the individual or a collaborating 
group can determine its content. It is offered as a gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should respect the rights and 
liberties of the recipient.
Communal Effort
Our community values creative cooperation and collaboration. We strive to produce, promote and protect social networks, 
public spaces, works of art, and methods of communication that support such interaction.
Civic Responsibility
We value civil society. Community members who organize events should assume responsibility for public welfare and 
endeavor to communicate civic responsibilities to participants. They must also assume responsibility for conducting 
events in accordance with local, state and federal laws.
Leaving No Trace
Our community respects the environment. We are committed to leaving no physical trace of our activities wherever we 
gather. We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, whenever possible, to leave such places in a better state than when 
we found them.
Participation
Our community is committed to a radically participatory ethic. We believe that transformative change, whether in the 
individual or in society, can occur only through the medium of deeply personal participation. We achieve being through 
doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone is invited to play. We make the world real through actions that open the heart.
Immediacy
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the most important touchstone of value in our culture. We seek to overcome 
barriers that stand between us and a recognition of our inner selves, the reality of those around us, participation in 
society, and contact with a natural world exceeding human powers. No idea can substitute for this experience.”10
34
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Black Rock Desert, Nevada, U.S.
Black Rock City (Burning Man Site) Locations 1999 - 2007
1998
1999
2000-2005
2006-2007
Black Rock Desert
The Playa
Surrounding Mountains
http://www.burningman.com/preparation/maps/10_maps/index.html
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Evolution of Black Rock City Design: 1989 - 2010
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Formal Development
1992
1995
1996
camping camping
central pavilion
theme camps
the man
theme camps
no man’s land
the man
center camp
the man
camping camping
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BUSH AREA
1997
1998
1999
loud campsquite camps
bush area
2000
2004
the man
the man
no man’s land
theme camps
walk-in camp
theme camps
plazzas (rangers, 
medical, ice, info)
no man’s land
theme camps
large scale 
sound art
gate
gate
the man
theme camps
the man
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Primary Center: The Man
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
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EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
Tight Zone: Campsites
Loose Zone: Artwork
Tight Zone: Redefined Campsites + Theme Camps
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Tight Zone: Redefined: View of Nature
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EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
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Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
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SPATIAL ORGANIZATION
In order to achieve informal and spontaneous participation 
similar to the Burning Man festival, I began to construct the 
festival’s physical organization (an architectural act similar 
to defining and distributing the programming of a building) 
by translating the formal conditions of Burning Man into 
the existing systems, networks, and spaces of the Financial 
District.  The form of Burning Man is a particular geometric 
organization in relation to its context; it takes its shape from 
abstract organizational principles: the radial grid and the 
blank slate.  The form of the Financial District also manifests 
a set of constraints that produce certain kinds of geometries, 
densities, aggregations and architecture components.  The 
form of Festival Urbanism takes the constraints of Burning 
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Man and the constraints of the city and produces a geometry 
and spatial organization out of that. Defined below are the primary 
components/transformations of the festival.
This process of translation began with the literal superimposition, to scale, of the Black 
Rock City (BRC) map onto the Financial District map.  The value of collage at the same 
scale creates a certain resonance with the space of engagement at Burning Man.  Through 
this superimposition the Man at Burning Man is aligned with the New York Stock Exchange, 
an analogue of the Man being represented as Corporate America, leading to a set of 
interesting corollaries.  By then rotating the BRC map another set of interesting corollaries 
were produced.  The secondary centers at Burning Man, the temple and center camp, 
interestingly aligned with two other defined centers of the district, Battery Park and City 
Hall Park, respectively.  While the World Trade Center site and Southstreet Seaport, the 
other defined Financial District centers, fell within the theme camp zone, which is defined 
as the inner most camping ring bordering the artwork zone and the private camps of BRC. 
Having all of these confluences allowed for the correlation of the specific zones of BRC into 
the Financial District.  Superimposition generated the discovery that zones could transcend 
surface materials, earth’s material, programmatic areas, and could cross any of those 
with disregard to their specific programmatic nature.  Therefore, carrying forward this 
geometric concern of the scaler dimensionality, allowed for the understanding of a fluidity 
of boundary of the festival.
Through this we can see that the scale of Burning Man can be superimposed on the city in a 
productive way for the construction of a Festival Map.
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Primary Center: The Man Decentralized
Secondary Center: Center Camp Five Primary Centers
Tight Zone: Campsites Hotels*
Loose Zone: Artwork Exterior Space: parks + plazas
Vacant Commercial Space**
Tight Zone: Radial Street Gridding
Vacant Residential Space**
Singular Access Point
Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Existing Street GridPedestrian Only Streets / No Public Access Streets
Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
ACCESS
LINK TO SURROUNDINGS
STREET GRIDDING
ZONES ZONES
CENTERS
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
EXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
CENTERS
Fence Perimeter Demarcation
*Hotel Data Sources:
 http://www.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?pa=1&pn=1&ps=1&reviewOrder=date_newest_ 
  
 d=192357&validate=false#description
 http://www.nycgo.com/index.cfm?event=view.guidedsearch&Q=&D=&T=288%7C2210&S=1&PN 
 =1&RO=0
 http://www.nycgo.com/cms/uploadedFiles/thricenycvisitcom/assets/pdf/Hotel_Development_ 
 YE_Update_Eibtm_11-15-10.pdf
**Vacant Property Information: http://www.propertyshark.com/
***Security Camera Mapping: i-See 2002 Project by the Institute for Applied Autonomy
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT
STREET GRIDDING
ACCESS
SECURITY
TRANSLATION OF BURNING MAN INTO THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
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Primary Center: The Man Decentralized
Secondary Center: Center Camp Five Primary Centers
Tight Zone: Campsites Hotels*
Loose Zone: Artwork Exterior Space: parks + plazas
Vacant Commercial Space**
Tight Zone: Radial Street Gridding
Vacant Residential Space**
Singular Access Point
Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Existing Street GridPedestrian Only Streets / No Public Access Streets
Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
ACCESS
LINK TO SURROUNDINGS
STREET GRIDDING
ZONES ZONES
CENTERS
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
EXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
CENTERS
Fence Perimeter Demarcation
*Hotel Data Sources:
 http://www.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?pa=1&pn=1&ps=1&reviewOrder=date_newest_ 
  
 d=192357&validate=false#description
 http://www.nycgo.com/index.cfm?event=view.guidedsearch&Q=&D=&T=288%7C2210&S=1&PN 
 =1&RO=0
 http://www.nycgo.com/cms/uploadedFiles/thricenycvisitcom/assets/pdf/Hotel_Development_ 
 YE_Update_Eibtm_11-15-10.pdf
**Vacant Property Information: http://www.propertyshark.com/
***Security Camera Mapping: i-See 2002 Project by the Institute for Applied Autonomy
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT
STREET GRIDDING
ACCESS
SECURITY
TRANSLATION OF BURNING MAN INTO THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
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Access Point
Broadway
Primary Center: The Man Decentralized
Secondary Center: Center Camp Five Primary Centers
Tight Zone: Campsites Hotels*
Loose Zone: Artwork Exterior Space: parks + plazas
Tight Zone: Redefined Campsites + Theme Camps Vacant Commercial Space**
Tight Zone: Redefined: View of Nature Vacant Office Space**
Tight Zone: Radial Street Gridding
Vacant Residential Space**
Singular Access Point
Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Existing Street GridPedestrian Only Streets / No Public Access Streets
Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
WTC
Center Camp
City Hall Park
South St Seaport
The Man
NYSE
The Temple
Battery Park
ACCESS
LINK TO SURROUNDINGS
STREET GRIDDING
ZONES ZONES
CENTERS
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
FESTIVAL URBANISMEXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
CENTERS
Fence Perimeter Demarcation
*Hotel Data Sources:
 http://www.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?pa=1&pn=1&ps=1&reviewOrder=date_newest_ 
 first&roomno=1&destinationId=1506246&rooms[0].numberOfAdults=2&tab=description&hotelI 
 d=192357&validate=false#description
 http://www.nycgo.com/index.cfm?event=view.guidedsearch&Q=&D=&T=288%7C2210&S=1&PN 
 =1&RO=0
 http://www.nycgo.com/cms/uploadedFiles/thricenycvisitcom/assets/pdf/Hotel_Development_ 
 YE_Update_Eibtm_11-15-10.pdf
**Vacant Property Information: http://www.propertyshark.com/
***Security Camera Mapping: i-See 2002 Project by the Institute for Applied Autonomy
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT
STREET GRIDDING
ACCESS
SECURITY
COMPOSITE: camping zones
Primary Confluences
SuperimpositionCentralized
Existing Use of the Financial District
Festival Contained to Unused Spaces
Festival Dispersed Throughout
Centralized Through Circulation
Centralized Through Zoning
COMPOSITE: amenities
COMPOSITE: artwork zone
COMPOSITE: path of least surveillance
Amenities: Bathrooms
Amenities: Food Density
Amenities: Free Bus Service
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - Battery Park
Path of Least Surveillance: WTC - Battery Park
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - WTC
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - Federal Reserve
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - City Hall ParkFESTIVAL MAP: a detailed framework of the festival
TRANSLATION OF BURNING MAN INTO THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
Translating Burning Man
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Access Point
Broadway
Primary Center: The Man Decentralized
Secondary Center: Center Camp Five Primary Centers
Tight Zone: Campsites Hotels*
Loose Zone: Artwork Exterior Space: parks + plazas
Tight Zone: Redefined Campsites + Theme Camps Vacant Commercial Space**
Tight Zone: Redefined: View of Nature Vacant Office Space**
Tight Zone: Radial Street Gridding
Vacant Residential Space**
Singular Access Point
Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Existing Street GridPedestrian Only Streets / No Public Access Streets
Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Water vs. Land Border
2002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
WTC
Center Camp
City Hall Park
South St Seaport
The Man
NYSE
The Temple
Battery Park
ACCESS
LINK TO SURROUNDINGS
STREET GRIDDING
ZONES ZONES
CENTERS
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING SURFACES OF THE 
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
FESTIVAL URBANISMEXISTING SURFACES OF 
BURNING MAN
EXISTING CONDITIONS OF 
THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
CENTERS
Fence Perimeter Demarcation
*Hotel Data Sources:
 http://www.hotels.com/hotel/details.html?pa=1&pn=1&ps=1&reviewOrder=date_newest_ 
 first&roomno=1&destinationId=1506246&rooms[0].numberOfAdults=2&tab=description&hotelI 
 d=192357&validate=false#description
 http://www.nycgo.com/index.cfm?event=view.guidedsearch&Q=&D=&T=288%7C2210&S=1&PN 
 =1&RO=0
 http://www.nycgo.com/cms/uploadedFiles/thricenycvisitcom/assets/pdf/Hotel_Development_ 
 YE_Update_Eibtm_11-15-10.pdf
**Vacant Property Information: http://www.propertyshark.com/
***Security Camera Mapping: i-See 2002 Project by the Institute for Applied Autonomy
CONTAINMENT CONTAINMENT
STREET GRIDDING
ACCESS
SECURITY
COMPOSITE: camping zones
Primary Confluences
SuperimpositionCentralized
Existing Use of the Financial District
Festival Contained to Unused Spaces
Festival Dispersed Throughout
Centralized Through Circulation
Centralized Through Zoning
COMPOSITE: amenities
COMPOSITE: artwork zone
COMPOSITE: path of least surveillance
Amenities: Bathrooms
Amenities: Food Density
Amenities: Free Bus Service
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - Battery Park
Path of Least Surveillance: WTC - Battery Park
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - WTC
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - Federal Reserve
Path of Least Surveillance: NYSE - City Hall ParkFESTIVAL MAP: a detailed framework of the festival
TRANSLATION OF BURNING MAN INTO THE FINANCIAL DISTRICT
Superimposition
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Access Point
Broadway
WTC
Center Camp
City Hall Park
South St Seaport
The Man
NYSE
The Temple
Battery Park
Primary Confluences
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The topological conditions of the circle, used in Black Rock City’s design, creates the notion 
of something in the middle, an organization point (the Man), and a gathering (the camps). 
Yet, within the Financial District there does not exist a singular center point, but rather the 
district has developed into a distributed system, with multiple centers.  In the way the form 
of Burning Man contains a notion of centrality and that produces certain geometries around 
it,  the form of Festival Urbanism acknowledges that the city is 
not a centralized entity, and must therefore be decentralized.
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Centers:
The demarcation of the pentagon at Burning Man was constructed to allow for regular use 
of the desert during the time period of the festival.  Determined by the interpretation of 
the geometric and logistical organization the border of the festival in the 
Financial District is meant to represent and encompass the 
disparate set of conditions existing within this space; the water, 
the waterfront, highways, skyscrapers, the historic areas of the district...
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Containment / Boundary:
While there only exists a singular access point to the Burning Man festival, in the Financial 
District there exist multiple entries into this district, as it is the singular largest concentration 
of transit facilities in the world, including 14 subway lines, 32 bus lines, a path train to New 
Jersey, ferries to Queens, Brooklyn, Staten Island, New Jersey, and Yonkers, heliport access, 
major highway, and bridges and tunnels.14  Therefore, these existing access 
points were translated into amenities, which could begin to 
help the festival-goers situate themselves within the space 
and locate their camping structures/spaces.  These other mapped 
amenities allows festival attendees to situate their camps relative to specific amenities the 
Financial District offers.
COMPOSITE: amenities
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Access:
Pedestrian Only St / No Public Access St Subways / Ports / Helicopter Landing
Amenities: Bathrooms Amenities: Food Density
Amenities: Free Bus Service
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The conceptual equivalent between the “loose” space - the artwork zone of BRC - in the 
Financial District became the path of least surveillance.  In 2002 a group of electronic 
artists produced the iSee project, which mapped the security cameras in New York City. 
Acting as an interactive map, users are able to define a set of points and the map would 
represent the path of least surveillance between these points.  This project represents 
a mode of understanding the city through a virtual interface, which brings value to my 
project.  Even though the path is old data, I have used it to construct paths between the 
defined centers of the district to generate a geometry out of these least policed paths.
This constructed zone of Lower Manhattan, with its ability to function as a space where 
participants can reconstruct the city, represents the artwork zone.  The desert sand 
of the artwork zone in BRC is translated to the least policed 
path of the Financial District.
Least Surveillance: WTC - Battery Park
Least Surveillance: NYSE - WTC
Least Surveillance: NYSE - Federal Reserve
Least Surveillance: NYSE - Battery Park/City Hall
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Artwork Zone:
132002 Cameras of by Institute for Applied Autonomy***
COMPOSITE: artwork zone
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At what conceptual level (similar to the artwork zone) does the formal translation of the 
camping zones exist?  The question could have been how can the same surface area be 
accommodated in order to have the same capacity of people camping, as at Burning Man? 
However, I found it more interesting to allow for the camping zones to encompass multiple 
spaces/surfaces of the city, as was represented through the superimposition exercise. 
This diversity of space could then represent the diversity of camping structures used at 
Burning Man; such as sleeping bags, RVs, tents geodesic domes, and personally constructed 
spaces.  Therefore, the camping zones are meant to replicate and map this range of options; 
including hotels, parks, plazas, vacant commercial space, vacant office space, vacant 
residential space, vacant lots, the bay, and streets.  These options also became important 
for their conceptual translation of the range of engagement of Burning Man participants, 
from the radical (the founders) to the more conservative (the tourists) who attend Burning 
Man, introducing questions of the safety and legality of these possibilities.  Alluding to the 
prospect that the tourists can “camp” in hotels, while the radical founders can inhabit the 
streetscape or the bay.
COMPOSITE: camping zones
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Camping Zones:
11
12
12
12
Vacant Residential Space** Bay Surface Area = Surface Area of Campsites
Vacant Commercial Space** Vacant Office Space**
Hotels* Exterior Space: parks + plazas
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This development of the translation of the Burning Man festival into the Financial District to 
become Festival Urbanism shows how the Burning Man festival and Festival Urbanism are 
similar, in the way that they take the conceptual conceits and apply them to the constraints 
of their contexts to develop their form.  Through these resolutions and designs I produced a 
“festival map”, creating a detailed framework for this hypothetical festival.  This translation 
and these concepts exposes the flexibility of attachment, occupation, logistical manipulation, 
ownership of land and produce engagement with the city through alternative means and 
electronic means.  By redefining Lower Manhattan based off the 
conditions taken from Burning Man, I am simultaneously re-
drawing, re-mapping, and re-conceptualizing the Financial 
District for this temporal event.
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Festival Map:
FESTIVAL MAP: a detailed framework of the festival
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festival borders
Component Breakdown:
singular pentagon fence
Component Breakdown:
border = district perimeter + camping water space
Component Breakdown:
open space
artwork zone
Component Breakdown:
route of least surveillanceComponent Breakdown:
singular center = The Man
secondary centers = The Temple + Center Camp
festival centers
Component Breakdown:
multiple centers = NYSE, Federal Reserve, WTC, City 
Hall Park, South Street Seaport, and Battery Park
Component Breakdown:
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Component Breakdown:
theme camps = along Esplanade
private camps = outer rings
walk-in-camping = outside of circle
campsite zones
Component Breakdown:
park camping
plaza camping
water camping
hotels
vacant commercial lot camping
vacant residential lot camping
vacant office lot camping
Component Breakdown:
pedestrian only areas
Component Breakdown:
Component Breakdown:
all public bathrooms
bathrooms
Component Breakdown:
public bathrooms
bookstore bathrooms
starbucks bathrooms
other bathrooms
Component Breakdown:
entrance to festival
airplane landing strip
access points
Component Breakdown:
subway access
port access
helicopter access
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METHODOLOGY OF DESIGN
Paul Jenkins
“...there is a need for widening the issue of participation 
in the architectural process to a clearer understanding of 
the relationship between architecture and society - based 
on the inevitably multi-layered, interdisciplinary approach 
this needs to take.  Essentially, widening social participation 
in the architectural process comes down to how value is 
created and who creates it, and how this is affected by power 
relations and played out in terms of knowledge.”15
Architecture, Participation and Society
Instead of hypothetically playing out the festival by designing something and explaining how 
it functions, a participatory framework would conceptually align with and strengthen this 
idea of producing a festival.  Interested in social conditions and their effects and influences 
on space and architecture, creating a participatory structure would not reduce social 
space to mental space and create what Lefebvre would call a “reduced model” [pg. 106], 
but rather would play out a scenario which begins to involve architects and non-architects 
alike with architectural production.  Thus, the idea developed into how 
can a festival be deployed through some type of participatory 
network?  Would this take the form of a physical festival or a virtual festival?  A physical 
space, as the Burning Man festival does, would create constraints of realizability; that the 
participants would be required to develop their projects materially and structurally, while a 
virtual space, as the Burn2 (the Second Life Burning Man festival) does, would allow people 
to destroy buildings to create a artwork, or design floating pods as their campsites.
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Facilitating Participatory Design
type 2
type 1
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THE PROJECT
party ‘a’
party ‘b’
party ‘c’
party ‘e’party ‘f’
party ‘d’
THE PROJECT
type one: type two:
party ‘a’ party ‘b’
party ‘d’party ‘e’
party ‘f’ party ‘c’
THE PROJECT
party ‘a’
party ‘b’
party ‘c’
party ‘e’party ‘f’
party ‘d’
THE PROJECT
type one: type two:
party ‘a’ party ‘b’
party ‘d’party ‘e’
party ‘f’ party ‘c’
Design Process:
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Designing a framework for others to intervene in:
Burning Man’s master plan is highly developed and design, allowing the participants to design 
for and occupy these specific spaces in an open manner.  Festival Urbanism sets up a corollary 
condition with the Festival Map becoming a controlled urban plan of the Financial District in which 
participants are free to contribute anything without limitations to the festival.
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Existing forms of the Burning Man festival:
Physical Territory:
Burning Man
Black Rock City, Nevada
Negotiating 
between the 
physical and 
the virtual
Virtual Territory:
Burn 2
Second Life
?
Operating between the two extremes of the physical and the virtual; my project has created 
an online space which hypothetically negotiates what the festival could be like in the 
physical space of the Financial District.  Focusing on the transformation of the Financial 
District as a result of this hypothetical festival, rather than treating the online community as 
its own spatiality, I designed and constructed the online space to become a representation 
of physical space.  An online method would also enable a broader networking of the festival, 
in its ability to reach out to architects and non-architects, Burning Man festival-goers and 
other festival-goers, while also still providing a platform in which people could intervene 
in the collective spirit.  How, as an architectural designer, does one 
create an online participatory framework so that people 
could understand themselves intervening in the space of 
the Financial District?  Through what existing media could an online network 
constantly tied back to an image of physical space be developed (creating this question 
of the interrelationship between virtual and physical space)?  The existing Google tool, My 
Maps, allowed for the reconstruction artwork and campsite zones of the festival map grafted 
onto the satellite imagery embedded in Google Maps.  My Maps allowed the production of a 
collaborative map which would be viewable/editable to those participating in the festival. 
This virtual map performs as an aggregation of the organization and the proposals of the 
festival, allowing submissions to be viewed simultaneously in relation to each other.
The construction of a website allowed for the disseminated of the necessary data/
information required for participation with the My Map embedded with the website.  Not 
only does the website represent the participatory structure I designed to engage with the 
public but it is also a platform to begin to reconstruct the use of Google Maps, what probably 
is the most common spatial tool used by our society, to interlink with this idea of the festival 
acting as a provocateur of change.  Google Maps, currently used for scanning the world, 
getting directions, geo-locating images, videos, and accessing real-time data,  can begin to 
become more dynamic in terms of proposing new interventions into our existing systems. 
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Structuring the Festival
The Website
Using the Give a Minute16 project as a precedent, which allows people to “talk back” to their 
city by posting sticky notes to the website, creating a My Map for Festival 
Urbanism begins to learn from the participatory project yet 
simultaneously test a mode of making this dynamic social 
system increasingly more spatial and geo-located.
Rather than creating the structure of the building, in this case, because it did engage 
with participation, the structure of the building became interpreted into the structure of 
the website and how people accessed the information to begin to transform the Financial 
District.
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CONNECTION TO:
A Virtual Domain Rooted in a Physical Reality:
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real-time traffic
transit
photos via panoramio
webcams
videos via youtube
wikipedia
bicycling routes
google buzz
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Providing a Hypothetical Proposal:
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From there I defined three modes of participation, allowing 
the opportunity for people with different skills to participate.
These three groups became; The Writers, asked to simply post a note of what they would like 
to see/add to the festival; The Imagist, people who could create a sketch or photo collage of 
their design intervention; and The Modelers, those with 3D modeling experience that could 
model their proposals.  This became an interpretation of the different participants at the 
Burning Man festival, from the artists that spend the entire year constructing a full scale 
installation to the participants who prefer interacting with artwork rather than constructing 
it.  The options of what people could design were left open to engage with diverse user 
groups, yet to also represent the diversity of art and design at Burning Man, from artworks, 
camping spaces, clothing, body paint.  Since the Burning Man participants are most commonly 
engaged with the festival in groups, I was faced with the question, how do people intervene 
in the collective spirit so that this open online platform could reinforce the community ethos 
of Burning Man?  The group participation is translated to the idea 
that people could intervene individually, yet without excluding 
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Providing Multiple Modes of Participation:
PLACELESS SUBMISSIONS
SITE SPECIFIC SUBMISSIONS
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
WHO WILL YOU BE?
THE MODELER
THE WRITER
THE IMAGIST
The Writer
comments
a quick note
text
sketches
collages
photography
3D models
renderings
computer drawings
The Imagist The Modeler
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
WHO WILL YOU BE?
THE MODELER
THE WRITER
THE IMAGIST
The Writer
comments
a quick note
text
sketches
collages
photography
3D models
renderings
computer drawings
The Imagist The Modeler
Options for Participation:
group submissions, while simultaneously making visible how 
and what others are contributing. This open online format would allow 
people to build upon previous submissions and engage with other works/proposals.
The participants of Burning Man understand the festival’s ethos and decide that they are 
interested in going, so they either design something and go or simply go to the festival. 
What information would be required to provide on the website to convey enough of what 
Festival Urbanism is for people to submit a proposal?  I set up the website to contain only 
the required information for participants to understand exactly how they can participate, 
but not to include the details of why the festival is organized or structure in this particular 
way.
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PLACELESS SUBMISSIONS
SITE SPECIFIC SUBMISSIONS
HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
WHO WILL YOU BE?
THE MODELER
THE WRITER
THE IMAGIST
The Writer
comments
a quick note
text
sketches
collages
photography
3D models
renderings
computer drawings
The Imagist The Modeler
Then I established methods for getting people to come together and participate, 
based on the project’s defined user groups, by tapping into existing social 
media and various social networks.  To simultaneously engage with architects 
and non-architects, I exposed the website to the School of Architecture, 
Syracuse University’s various design schools, my social network via Facebook, 
Architecture websites, the Burning Man community and other art-based 
communities.
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Engaging with Multiple Communities
Facilitating Open Source Design
Through Social Media
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Project’s Defined User Groups:
Architecture Students
USER GROUPS I ATTEMPTED TO REACH OUT TO:
PROJECT’S DEFINED USER GROUPS:
Architects
Architects
Architects
SU Design CommunityDesigners Burning Man Community FIGMENT Community Facebook Community Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
Architecture Students
Architecture Students
USER GROUPS I WAS SUCCESSFUL IN REACHING OUT TO:
SU Design CommunityDesigners Burning Man Community Facebook Community Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
USER GROUPS THAT PARTICIPATED:
Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
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Architecture Students
USER GROUPS I ATTEMPTED TO REACH OUT TO:
PROJECT’S DEFINED USER GROUPS:
Architects
Architects
Architects
SU Design CommunityDesigners Burning Man Community FIGMENT Community Facebook Community Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
Architecture Students
Architecture Students
USER GROUPS I WAS SUCCESSFUL IN REACHING OUT TO:
SU Design CommunityDesigners Burning Man Community Facebook Community Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
USER GROUPS THAT PARTICIPATED:
Personal Contacts Outside Interested Parties
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crisis city website
festival architecture : blog facebook
eplaya : burning man
posterous
google my maps
geo-located panoramio photos
geo-located youtube videos
google buzz
live webcams
wikipedia
FESTIVAL URBANISM WEBSITE
google 3D warehouse
Web Connections Generating Participants:
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eplaya : burning man
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geo-located panoramio photos
geo-located youtube videos
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live webcams
wikipedia
FESTIVAL URBANISM WEBSITE
google 3D warehouse
crisis city website
festival architecture : blog facebook
eplaya : burning man
posterous
google my maps
geo-located panoramio photos
geo-located youtube videos
google buzz
live webcams
wikipedia
FESTIVAL URBANISM WEBSITE
google 3D warehouse
crisis city website
festival architecture : blog facebook
eplaya : burning man
posterous
google my maps
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geo-located youtube videos
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FESTIVAL URBANISM WEBSITE
google 3D warehouse
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Website Design Before Negotiating Intellectual Property Rights
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Website Design Before Negotiating Intellectual Property Rights
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE FESTIVAL
FACEBOOK EPLAYAMY BLOG POSTEROUS
SOCIAL MEDIA:
Burning Man
Community
Discussion Board
15 different profiles
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absolute unique visitors
pages/visit
average time on site
website referrals:
direct
google
facebook
my blog
eplaya
archnewsnow
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number of visits
86 : USA
1 : London, England
29 : USA
1 : Florence, Italy
1 : Santiago, Chile
9 : USA
1 : Weimar, Germany
11 : USA 22 : USA
3 : Santiago, Chile
9 : USA
1 : Rieti, Italy
6 : USA
1 : Pisa, Italy
17 : USA
1 : Toronto, Canada
20 : USA 16 : USA 5 : USA
1 : Newcastle Upon
     Tyne, England
2 : USA 11 : USA 9 : USA 12 : USA 13 : USA
Emailed: David Koren @ FIGMENT
Contacted: NotCot
Contacted: ArchDaily
Contacted: NotCot
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SMARTPHONE CINEMA
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
submission # 1
who : nilus klingel
when : april 5th
time : 12:06 am
type : model-based
user group : personal contact
Hypothetical proposal for projection screens which are able to be connected to anyone’s iPhone/smartphone. 
This allows individuals to project whatever they want (videos, artwork, text) on the massive screens straight 
from their phone.
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CITY OF FOOD TRUCKS
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 2
who : nyc42
when : april 5th
time : 2:42 am
type : text-based
user group : outside party
It’d be cool to see a lot of the food trucks where people get lunch… a whole city of them. Except that they 
will have to sell groceries, to supply all of the festival goers. It would be like a grocery store spread out on the 
street… vegetable trucks over here, fruit trucks over there, toiletries down the street…
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HOT AIR BALLOONS
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 3
who : gabriella morrone
when : april 17th
time : 2:37 pm
type: model-based
user group : personal contacts
A proposal to have Hot Air Balloons circulating over the Financial District during the festival.
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The Imagist
STAND TENT
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 4
who : elizabeth gralton
when : april 26th
time : 9:43 am
type: image-based
user group : architect
shaded stand unfolds to enclosed tent
...activates unused zones creating spaces for people to hang ...    
...creates activity at night by showing images of 
activity around the shaded stand during the day...
festival urbanism
stand to tent_01
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THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF WALL ST
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 5
who : michael kowalchuk
when : april 30
time : 11:07 pm
type: text-based
user group : architecture student
What could the positive effects of an explosion of public rage look like?  After being robbed of billions of public 
dollars by Wall Street, the people should treat the New York Stock Exchange as a place for creative expression 
and a well-deserved outlet for public anger.  The reoccupation of Wall Street would be politically symbolic and 
provide participants with a sense of ownership and grassroots democratic power.  Nonlethal force would be 
used by some to wrest the facilities from the fat cats and their state apparatus.  Once the Stock Exchange is 
secured by makeshift barricades tied together with the suits of the rich, the space would be transformed into 
one of public discussion, subversion and joy.  The possibilities for genuine, albeit short-term, expression of 
democratic power in one of the most repressive and controlling institutions of the financial world could spark 
national debates concerning class and democracy in this country.  The potential imagery of the festival (half-
naked hippies, keffiyeh-sporting radicals and queer lovers) would forever re-brand the stark utilitarian space 
of the super rich as one for the deepest and most controversial desires of the public imagination.
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ELECTRONIC SCREENS
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 6
who : george guarino II
when : may 1
time : 8:11 pm
type: text-based
user group : architecture student
All electronic screens in the Financial District playing Disney movies on a loop. Those bankers need to learn 
how to have CHEAP fun!
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29 : USA
1 : Florence, Italy
1 : Santiago, Chile
9 : USA
1 : Weimar, Germany
11 : USA 22 : USA
3 : Santiago, Chile
9 : USA
1 : Rieti, Italy
6 : USA
1 : Pisa, Italy
17 : USA
1 : Toronto, Canada
20 : USA 5 : USA
1 : Newcastle Upon
     Tyne, England
2 : USA 11 : USA 9 : USA 12 : USA 13 : USA 30 : USA
3 : Italy
16 : USA 6 : USA 11 : USA 15 : USA 19 : USA15 : USA 15 : USA 20 : USA
1 : Toronto, Canada
22 : USA
1 : Pisa, Italy
1 : Toronto, Canada
13 : USA 11 : USA 13 : USA 8 : USA 15 : USA 11 : USA
1 : London, England
16 : USA
1 : London, England
1 : Pakistan
12 : USA
Emailed: David Koren @ FIGMENT
Contacted: NotCot
Contacted: ArchDaily
Contacted: NotCot
Contacted: Moco Loco
Contacted: Art Culture
Contacted Christina Sporrong: spitfireforge.com
Contacted Mytropolis: mytopolis.com
Contacted A Daily Dose of Architecture
Contacted Archinet
Contacted: Burning Nerds on Google Groups
Sent (3) Personal Facebook Messages
Sent (2) Personal Facebook Messages
Contacted ArchNewsNow
Contacted Architizer
Contacted School of Architecture via Email
SUBMISSION #1
Smartphone Cinema
Model-Based
12:06 am
SUBMISSION #3
Hot Air Balloons
Model-Based
2:48 pm
SUBMISSION #4
Stand Tent
Image-Based
9:43 am
SUBMISSION #2
Food Trucks
Text-Based
2:42 am
SUBMISSION #5
The People’s Republic
of Wall Street
Text-Based
11:07 pm
SUBMISSION #6
Electronic Screens
Text-Based
8:11 pm
SUBMISSION #7
New Street Swing
Image-Based
11:40 pm
Marketing/Networking in Relation to Website Activity
site specific
photo drawing
The Imagist
NEW STREET SWING
In Relation to Website Activity:
Submission:
Aggregated onto Festival Map:
submission # 7
who : James Lucas
when : may 1
time : 11:40 pm
type: image-based
user group : architect
The block of New Street adjacent to the New York Stock Exchange 
represents a tear in the Financial District’s otherwise organic fabrique 
of streets, almost certainly to the detriment of businesses on the block 
of New Street to the south that would otherwise be directly connected to 
bustling Wall Street. Since security around the Exchange is so important, 
any mode of transit through that block would have to be so rapid that 
any rider would have no opportunity to commit an act of terrorism or 
vandalism. The New Street Swing is designed to get the festival-goer 
through the block along the path of an enormous pendulum.  For absolute 
security (and to make for the most outlandish stories to tell those not 
fortunate enough to attend the festival), the rider is handcuffed to the 
Swing by an attending officer at the start and quickly released by another 
officer at the end.
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Physical Constructs
Re-resentation of Submissions
Urban Transformation:
Each podium represents a submission to the festival; indexed with the relevant information 
of from where and how the project was conceived as a submission to the festival/website.  As 
the results are inherently architectually urban productions, creating physical manifestations 
of each begins to make visible the transformative capacities of space the festival imposes 
onto the Financial District.
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APPENDIX
1 Jenkins, Paul, and Leslie Forsyth, eds. Architecture, Participation and Society. Oxon: Routledge, 2010. page 
xi.
2 Henri Lefebvre, The Urban Revolution (Minneapolis: Univ Of Minnesota Press, 2003).
3 Ibid.
4 Nato Thompson, ed., The Interventionists: Users’ Manual for the Creative Disruption of Everyday Life, trans. 
Gregory Sholette (Massachusetts: MASS MoCA, 2004), 150.
5 AllucquÃ¨re Rosanne Stone, The War of Desire and Technology at the Close of the Mechanical Age 
(Cambridge, Mass.:The MIT Press, 1996), page 19.
6 Ibid. page 19,20.
7 Caryl Emerson, The First Hundred Years of Mikhail Bakhtin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2000), 
page 9.
8 “What Is Burning Man,” Burning Man, http://www.burningman.com/whatisburningman/about_burningman/
principles.html (accessed October 2, 2010).
9 “Burning Man,” Burning Man, http://www.burningman.com/ (accessed October 2, 2010).
10 “Ten Principles,” Burning Man, http://www.burningman.com/whatisburningman/about_burningman/
principles.html (accessed October 2, 2010).
11 “Hotels Financial District,” NYC The Official Guide, http://www.nycgo.com/index.php/search/site/default_
collection/aG90ZWxzIGZpbmFuY2lhbCBkaXN0cmljdA (accessed February 13, 2011).
12 “Financial District,” Property Shark, http://www.propertyshark.com/ (accessed February 13, 2011).
13 “i-See,” Institute for Applied Autonomy, http://www.appliedautonomy.com/isee.html (accessed   
November 14, 2010).
14 “Lower Manhattan,” NYCEDC, http://www.nycedc.com/SupportingYourBusiness/CentralBusinessDistricts/
LowerManhattanCBD/Pages/LowerManhattanCBD.aspx (accessed February 17, 2011).
15 Jenkins, Paul, and Leslie Forsyth, eds. Architecture, Participation and Society. Oxon: Routledge, 2010. page 
4.
16 “Give a Minute,” Give a Minute, http://www.giveaminute.info/ (accessed March 3, 2011).
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Production Help:
Hilary Barlow - Model
Aly Canal - Model
Betsy Daniel - Model
Mark Eichler - Model
Robert George Little - Festival Map Animation
Molly Poes - Model /Podia Construction
Elysa Smigielsk - Podia Construction
Festival Participants:
Elizabeth Gralton
George Guarino II
Nilus Klingel
Michael Kowalchuk
James Lucas
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